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Large area, high quality, continuous monolayer graphene films are indispensable matrix for 
industrial manufacture of graphene-based high-end devices. Currently, graphene can be 
produced by mechanical exfoliation,[1] epitaxial growth on SiC,[2,3] chemical exfoliation,[4] or 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on Ni, Cu and other substrates.[5,6] Above all, Cu-catalyzed 
CVD (Cu-CVD) stands out as the most promising synthesis method for industrial production 
of graphene because it simultaneously fulfills industrial demands for high quality, monolayer 
uniformity, process scalability, and film continuity.[7] Low lattice mismatch (~3-4%) between 
Cu and graphene renders Cu-CVD graphene high quality comparable to mechanically 
exfoliated graphene.[8] The Cu-mediated self-limiting growth manner further facilitates 
precise control of monolayer uniformity.[6,9] To date, roll-to-roll production of 100 meter-long 
graphene films has been demonstrated using the Cu-CVD.[10] Film completeness is 
conveniently guaranteed in Cu-CVD by rationalized supply of carbon precursors. However, 
continuous graphene films grown by Cu-CVD are always polycrystalline.[11,12] The 
boundaries unavoidably emerge from the coalescence of nearby graphene domains.[6] 
(Hereafter, "grain" and "domain" are used for polycrystalline Cu metal and graphene films, 
respectively.) The boundaries influence the graphene transporting properties and thereby alter 
the performances of graphene-based devices,[13–15] which further causes detrimental 
inhomogeneity to the entire manufactured device arrays. 
Recently, progresses have been made to drastically reduce the density of boundaries by 
increasing the domain sizes via modified Cu-CVD technologies.[16–19] The largest domains by 
far have reached centimeter scale.[18] On the other hand, the boundary associated adverse 
effects can be efficiently controlled by spatial visualization of the domains and boundaries. A 
potential visualization procedure can mark the boundary-infected devices after manufacture 
by mapping the domains and boundaries of the post-growth graphene films. The boundary-
related products yield can then be evaluated and the quality reliability determined. In this 
  
sense, an effective visualization method is extraordinarily valuable for manufacture 
management of CVD graphene-related devices.  
The graphene boundaries can be detected by atomic resolution microscopes such as TEM[11,12] 
or STM[20,21] and spectroscopic mappings like Raman.[22,23] These methods are non-invasive 
with high accuracy but limited to much smaller scale than industry demanded. In recent years, 
scalable visualization approaches have been developed which include oxidizing the domain 
boundaries for optical microscopy detection[24] and imaging the birefringence of nematic 
liquid crystal-coated graphene surfaces.[25,26] The domain boundaries can also by mapped by 
tracking the aggregation patterns of gold nanoparticles deposited onto graphene surfaces.[27] 
However, these methods are destructive to graphene since they have to either partially 
damage carbon bonds or induce contaminating coatings or transfer graphene onto secondary 
substrates. Therefore, a nondestructive and scalable visualization technique is urgently desired 
but still lacking. 
In principle, if an ideal visualization method is to nondestructively map the graphene domains 
and boundaries, it should preferably detect certain intrinsic characteristics of graphene rather 
than any derivative physical or chemical effects induced by external interferences. Moreover, 
the potential 'intrinsic characteristics' should also be spatially specific to individual graphene 
domains so as to distinguish the locations of inter-connected domains. Based on this analysis 
and latest experimental findings, we have rationally designed a novel optical method, which, 
for the first time, can nondestructively visualize the domains and boundaries of large scale 
continuous graphene films grown on polycrystalline Cu foils (Gr/Cu).  
Our design is inspired by recent discoveries of the dynamic pyramid formation on Cu surface 
covered by graphene domains before they merge into a continuous film during the Cu-
catalyzed graphene growth.[28–30] The schematic drawing in Figure 1a illustrates this process. 
Basically, there is a pre-melted surface Cu layer at the typical graphene growth temperature of 
~1000°C (the melting temperature Tm of bulk Cu is about 1083°C in ambient conditions). The 
  
pre-melted Cu atoms are evaporated substantially and removed by the CVD carrier gas,[31] 
which has a higher rate in graphene-free regions than in graphene-covered regions.[32,33] 
Therefore, the Cu surface outside an enlarging graphene domain loses Cu atoms much faster 
than that below the domain. In the case of a hexagonal graphene domain, the Cu surface 
below the domain, which is originally flat, will evolve into a hexagonal pyramid structure due 
to the lateral evaporation (Figure 1a).[30] Here we point out that, if viewed from the 
perpendicular direction, the hexagonal pyramid will appear as a six-ridge star. The ridges 
exactly follow the graphene domain diagonals since the pyramid structure inherits the 
geometric symmetry of the domain. Most remarkably, the ridge structure spatially tags the 
respective domain. If the ridge structures can be visualized in some route, the spatial 
distribution of graphene domains and domain boundaries can be straightforward determined 
through the spatial correspondence. Since the ridge structures are intrinsic features of the 
graphene-Cu interfacial morphology, the potential visualization process could be 
nondestructive. 
Indeed, we find that the graphene-Cu interfacing ridge structures can be best imaged by a 
facilely modified optical microscope, which can be regarded as an enhanced dark field optical 
microscope (EDF-OM) due to its optical configuration. Figure 2a shows the setup of our 
EDF-OM which is developed from an upright OM. We only use an external illumination light 
source such as a desk lamp or an annular light instead of its original internal light source, as 
shown in Figure 2a and Figure S1, respectively (see Experimental Section for more details). 
The EDF-OM is then used to image discontinuous graphene samples which have been grown 
on commercial polycrystalline Cu foils via CH4 decomposition using an atmospheric pressure 
CVD recipe reported recently.[34] Figure 2b shows one of the EDF-OM images of isolated 
hexagonal graphene domains.  A star structure is clearly revealed which consists of six ridges 
diverging from the domain center straightforward to the domain vertices. The entire structure 
is hence morphologically identical to the schematic in Figure 1. We will hereafter refer to the 
  
structures as the "ridge structures". In addition, feather-like features along some of the ridges 
are also observed, which make the whole domain much brighter than the surrounding Cu 
background. The star structures must arise from the intrinsic morphologies of the graphene-
covered Cu surface because no such structures can be observed by EDF-OM on any 
graphene-free Cu surfaces. 
Since the as-grown Gr/Cu is invisible under bright-field OM (BF-OM), a mild post–oxidation 
treatment is needed to enable BF-OM observation of the isolated domain.[35] Figure 2c 
displays a BF-OM image of the same domain obtained after mild oxidation. It only shows a 
hexagonal domain with a homogenous color, providing no clues for the ridge structure. The 
enormous difference between the EDF OM and BF-OM observation is further demonstrated 
by a real time recording in Supporting Video 1, which demonstrates the evolution from Figure 
2c to Figure 2b under constant external light intensity and varying internal light intensity 
(between max and zero). Such a difference originates from their different optical 
configurations. The external light source of the EDF-OM provides large-angle oblique 
incident light (~50° relative to the sample plane, see Figure 2a), while the internal BF light 
source gives almost vertical incident light with a much smaller incident angle and stronger 
intensity. Under EDF-OM, most of the oblique incident light from the external light source 
will be specularly reflected away from the objective by any smooth surfaces. However, as the 
star-like ridges experience large curvature changes between two adjacent pyramid faces, these 
ridges could scatter enough light into the objective which thereby visualizes the ridges 
themselves. On the contrary, under BF-OM, most of the vertical internal incident light will be 
reflected back into the objective, which results in no obvious contrast between the ridges and 
the pyramid faces. We find that a pristine DF-OM using the hollow cone-shaped internal light 
can also visualize the ridge structures, but the brightness is too weak and the contrast too poor, 
which thereby might be easily ignored by other researchers.[36] This is probably because of the 
weak intensity and small incident angle of the internal DF light. We regard our setup shown in 
  
Figure 2a as the EDF-OM also because of the external source-enhanced incident angle and 
light intensity. 
Similar to the BF-OM, the low magnification SEM image of the same domain in Figure 2d 
barely shows any ridge-like features. This agrees with a large number of SEM studies 
reporting homogenous color inside Cu-catalyzed graphene domains.[37] However, close 
observations under high SEM magnifications along the domain diagonals strongly indicate the 
existence of these star-like ridges, which appear slightly brighter than the surrounding 
background, as shown in Figure 2e and Figure S2a-f. This thereby supports the EDF-OM 
discovery of the star-like ridge structure. It should be noted that this is the first time that such 
a ridge structure is formally manifested by SEM. However, although SEM can capture an 
intrinsically identical ridge structure as the EDF-OM, it only generates much weaker contrast. 
Thereby the EDF-OM is much more competent than the high magnification SEM in imaging 
the graphene ridge structures for visualization of large scale graphene domains and 
boundaries. 
In addition to the well-defined star-like six-ridge structure, we have further discovered, for the 
first time, a plethora of novel graphene structures which do not always exhibit six ridges, as 
summarized in Figure 3a-f and Figure S3. These structures differ from each other. For 
instance, the structures in Figure 3a-e have visible ridges while that in Figure 3f has no ridges. 
Furthermore, it can be seen from the EDF-OM image of multiple types of ridge structures 
(Figure 3g) and the corresponding electron backscattering diffraction (EBSD) map of the 
underlying Cu grains (Figure 3h) that different graphene ridge structures are formed on 
different Cu grains while those on the same Cu grain are of exactly the same type. Complete 
EBSD analysis of the Cu grains for Figure 3a-f has further confirmed this correlation (Miller 
indexes are marked inside Figure 3a-f and also illustrated by their outline colors). These 
strongly suggest that the underlying Cu crystallographic orientations govern the formation of 
the ridge structures. In particular, a graphene domain grown over multiple Cu grains, as seen 
  
in Figure 3c, has mixed ridge structures in accordance with the crystallographic orientations 
of the respective Cu grains. It should be noted that this is the first time the diverse Cu 
crystallographic orientation-dependent ridge structures are discovered, although there has 
been intense research on polycrystalline Cu-catalyzed graphene growth and its 
characterization.[38] This is most likely because their morphological differences are clearly 
observable under our novel EDF-OM but hardly noticeable under the commonly used BF-OM 
and SEM. Although the three dimensional laser microscopy has found a graphene ridge 
structure close to that in Figure 3a,[29] it cannot detect all of the other types. The various ridge 
structures thereby raise new phenomenon for fundamental graphene research beyond the 
current scope. 
As the visibility of the ridge structure is determined by the curvature change between the 
adjacent pyramid faces, the smaller is the dihedral angle  (Figure 1b), the higher will be the 
ridge visibility. For simplicity, considering the case of the hexagonal Cu pyramid illustrated in 
Figure 1a,  can be calculated as: 
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where h is the height of the pyramid and a is the lateral length of the hexagonal graphene 
domain. Assuming both the lateral growth rate of graphene, γgr, and the evaporation rate of 
uncovered Cu, γCu, are constant, Equation 1 can be further approximated by: 
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Here, γCu depends on the CVD processing temperature T, the standard vapor pressure of Cu 
Pcu and total ambient pressure P,[39] while γgr can be taken proportional to the partial pressure 
of hydrocarbon gas PC in a first-order reaction: 
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where M is the molecular weight of Cu, R is the universal gas constant, and k is the first-order 
graphene growth rate constant. Equations 2-4 relate the ridge visibility with the CVD 
graphene growth kinetics. The conditions using high processing temperature (~1000 °C) and 
low hydrocarbon concentration for synthesis of high quality Cu-CVD graphene favour the 
formation of observable ridge structures.[40,41] Considering that atmospheric pressure is used 
throughout our CVD processes, graphene grown by the most commonly used low pressure 
CVD (~1Torr) should have more pronounced ridges due to faster Cu evaporation.[41] In 
addition, it should be noted that the visibility of the ridge structures is also influenced by the 
crystallographic orientations of the Cu grains as previoysly shown in Figure 3. During Cu-
CVD processes, high temperature annealing is used to promote formation of large Cu grains 
with low-energy crystallographic surfaces, mostly (110), (100) and (111) (The absence of 
these exact low-index surfaces from our EBSD results is probably because of the deformation 
of the Cu foils during sample handling). It has been well established that the the thermal 
stability of the low-index fcc metal surfaces follows their in-plane packing density. Generally 
the relativly open (110) and (100) surfaces start to disorder and pre-melt at temperature below 
Tm while the most densely packed (111) surface keeps in a crystalline state up to Tm and 
shows weak superheating effects.[42,43] This can well explain our observations in Figure 3. 
Since a lower stability results in a higher evaporation rate of Cu, the visibility of graphene 
ridge structures under EDF-OM varies on different Cu crystallographic surfaces. As the (111) 
surface is of the highest stability, the ridge structures can hardly form on (111)-vicinal Cu 
surfaces under our CVD conditions, therefore the as-grown graphene domains on (111)-
vicinal Cu surfaces are barely visible under EDF-OM (see Figure 3f). However, most of the 
graphene domains grown on other Cu grains are more or less visible because of their 
relatively lower surface stability (see Figure 3a-e). As for the additional features making parts 
of the graphene domains brighter, particularly noticeable in Figure 3b and 3e, their formation 
probably lies in the reconstruction of Cu surface under the template of graphene domains 
  
during both the isothermal growth and cooling process.[30,44] This is essential since the 
graphene-covered Cu pyramid faces are usually in higher energy states compared to the low-
energy surfaces of the graphene-free Cu grains formed during annealing. The reconstruction, 
particularly during the cooing process, will transform the atomic flat pre-melted Cu into 'step-
wise rough' facets, [30]some of which might be rough enough to be visualized by our EDF-OM. 
The reconstruction is also dependent on the crystallographic properties of Cu grains.[30,44] It 
should also be noted that if the graphene growth rate is so high as to rapidly form continuous 
graphene layer, or the growth temperature is too low which suppresses the evaporation of Cu, 
the ridge structures can hardly form on Cu and thereby the graphene domains would be barely 
visible under the EDF-OM. 
By far, we have confirmed that the star-like ridge structures arise from the intrinsic 
morphologies of graphene-Cu interfacing and can be clearly imaged by EDF-OM. We now 
demonstrate the non-destructive visualization of continuous Gr/Cu and its application in 
outlining the domain boundaries and estimating the domain density and the average size. 
Figure 4a-c show three typical images, taken by EDF-OM, BF-OM and SEM, respectively, of 
a continuous Gr/Cu. The EDF-OM image in Figure 4a clearly demonstrates multiple sets of 
star-like ridge structures. In contrast, the BF-OM and SEM images in Figure 4b and 4c merely 
show the Cu surface morphology with a uniform contrast, which agrees with previous 
investigations.[6,36,37] As each set of star-like ridge structure  spatially fingerprints a graphene 
domain, we can use the ridge intersection to mark the nucleation center of each graphene 
domain and separate the neighourboring domains by outlining each set of the ridge structure 
according to the length of the diverging ridges. Figure 4d shows the same EDF-OM image as 
Figure 4a with individual domains approximately outlined by the yellow polygons based on 
their corresponding ridges. The graphene nucleation centers (ridge intersections) are generally 
deviated away from the geometrical centers of the domains, which is due to the competitive 
growth of neighboring domains.[30] The domain density in Figure 4d is counted to be ~5.5 
  
mm-2 and thus the average domain size is ~0.18 mm-2. Figure 4e and 4f further illustrate the 
EDF-OM images of the continuous graphene grown on other Cu grains under the same CVD 
conditions with their domains outlined by the yellow polygons. It should be noted that our 
optical visualization approach works only under the EDF-OM mode. This is further 
demonstrated in Supporting Video 2 recording the evolution of the OM image from Figure 4b 
to Figure 4a with constant external light intensity and varying internal light intensity. 
Since the graphene domain density gradually saturates as coverage increases during Cu-CVD 
growth,[45] we substantiate the reliability of our visualization method by comparing the 
domain density and size distribution visualized at full coverage to those counted at partial 
coverage. Figure 4g plots the graphene domain density against the corresponding coverage. 
The coverage is measured from both the EDF-OM and BF-OM images, but the Gr/Cu sample 
is mildly oxidized for BF-OM observations. The domain density up to ~30% coverage can be 
accurately counted from the BF-OM image since most domains are spatially isolated. 
However, the BF-OM method begins to cause noticeable errors after ~60% coverage and 
completely fails at >80% coverage as an increasing number of domains are becoming inter-
connected. In contrast, the EDF-OM approach can figure out the domain density from zero up 
to full coverage. We can see from Figure 4g that the visualized domain density at full 
coverage agrees well with the counted domain density at lower coverage (~30% and ~60%) 
with limited discrepancy (~14%). Figure 4h shows that the domain size distribution at full 
coverage (determined by EDF-OM) is also in consistence with that at partial coverage 
(determined by both EDF-OM and BF-OM). Figure 4i shows that there is no significant 
discrimination for the domain densities of discontinuous graphene counted from 
crystallographically different Cu grains. This is consistent with previous studies using similar 
growth temperature[46]. These observations justify that our EDF-OM visualization method is 
effective and reliable for continuous graphene films although the ridge structure of the 
domains grown on (111)-vicinal Cu grains are less visible than the rest.  
  
We highlight that our visualization method has significant advantages over the up-to-date 
methods. First of all, it is nondestructive since we directly observe the as-grown Gr/Cu 
samples by an optical microscope with no need for oxidation, assistive coatings and transfer. 
Moreover, it is scalable, cost-saving, and rapid because an optical microscope works in 
ambient conditions by frame-to-frame scan.  
In conclusion, we have developed a novel EDF-OM method for visualizing the domains and 
domain boundaries of continuous Gr/Cu in a non-destructive, scalable, cost-saving and rapid 
manner. It is based on a variety of novel star-like ridge structures which are in one-to-one 
spatial correspondence to the Cu-catalyzed graphene domains. The ridge structures arise from 
the evaporation rate differences between the graphene covered and uncovered Cu areas. 
Reconstruction of Cu under the template of graphene domains also affects the visibility of the 
domain by the EDF-OM. The star-like ridge structures vary on different Cu grains because 
both the formation of the ridge structures and the reconstruction of Cu surfaces are highly 
dependent on the Cu crystallographic orientations. This research opens a new route towards 
probing the graphene domain boundaries for assessing and controlling the boundary-
associated adverse effects on industry-scale manufacture of graphene-based devices. 
Meanwhile, the multi-types of Cu grain-dependent ridge structures enrich current 
understanding of the complexity of graphene-Cu interfacing dynamics. 
 
Experimental Section 
Graphene synthesis: Graphene synthesis on Cu foils is carried out by atmospheric pressure 
CVD.[34] Electropolished Cu foils (Alfa Aesar, 25 µm thickness, 99.8% purity) are used as 
catalysts. Ramping and annealing is carried out in Ar atmosphere (490 sccm) at 1030 °C (total 
pressure ~ 1 bar, heating rate ~ 40 °C /min). In a benchmark one-step CVD process, CH4 
(~0.12 sccm) and H2 (10 sccm) are then added to the Ar gas followed by cooling in Ar and H2. 
  
It takes ~95 min to grow continuous monolayer graphene films. Isolated graphene domains 
are obtained by terminating the CH4 supply before the domains merge. 
Characterization: The Gr/Cu samples are characterized by optical microscope (Nikon 
ECLIPSE LV150N) in both the EDF and the BF modes, SEM (Zeiss SIGMA VP) and EBSD 
(Oxford NordlysMax EBSD detector mounted on Philips XL30 sFEG SEM). For EDF-OM 
observations, an external illumination light source such as a desk lamp or an annular light is 
used instead of its original internal light source. To record the supporting videos, the external 
light source is kept on constant intensity while the internal light is manually decreased from a 
high intensity to zero and then back to the initial intensity. For BF-OM observations of 
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the formation of a graphene domain-templated Cu 
pyramid due to the different evaporation rates of Cu between the graphene covered and 












Figure 2. (a) Setup of the EDF-OM, which uses an external illumination light source such as 
a desk lamp instead of its original internal light source. (b) EDF-OM, (c) BF-OM and (d) 
SEM images of the same isolated hexagonal graphene domain grown on Cu. The Gr/Cu 
sample has been mildly oxidized for BF-OM observation. The six-ridge star structure is 
observable only by the EDF-OM. (e) High magnification SEM image of a midpoint along one 
of the domain diagonals marked by the black open box in (d). The black dashed arrow marks 























Figure 3. (a)-(f) EDF-OM images of multi-types of ridge structures with EBSD-determined 
Miller indexes of the underlying Cu grains marked inside each panel. The outline colors are 
set equal to the corresponding EBSD mapping colors of the respective Cu surfaces. The mix-
colored outline of (c) indicates the presence of two different Cu grains below one single 
crystalline graphene domain. (g) EDF-OM image of the graphene domains with various ridge 
structures grown over a polycrystalline Cu region. (h) Surface normal-projected inverse pole 
figure EBSD map of the same region as in (g) with the color key inset. The sample is tilted at 



























































































Figure 4. (a) EDF-OM, (b) BF-OM and (c) SEM images of a typical continuous Gr/Cu. Only 
the EDF-OM can visualize the star-like ridge structures that are spatially corresponding to the 
graphene domains. (d-f) Outlining the graphene domains of continuous graphene films by the 
solid yellow polygons according to the fingerprint star-like ridge structures visualized by the 
EDF-OM. The solid polygons represent the approximate domain boundaries. The graphene 
films in (d-f) are obtained from crystallographically different Cu grains under the same CVD 
conditions. (g) Graphene domain density against coverage. CVD graphene with different 
coverage is grown by varying the carbon supply time. (f) Distributions of graphene domain 
sizes at ~100% coverage (blue histograms) and ~30% coverage (red histograms), determined 
by the EDF-OM and the BF-OM, respectively. (i) Graphene domain density against Cu 
crystallographic orientations, which is counted from discontinuous Gr/Cu. The column colors 
are set equal to the EBSD mapping colors of the respective Cu surfaces. 
 
